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the canvas of Whistler's Mother "might be expected to fit
far more harmoniously into the Louvre than, say, the
'Olympia' of Manet, to which we have recently had occasion
to refer, or those works by Meissonier which, through be-
quests, have found their way into the museum." He held
that one could almost hear Whistler's "wrathful derisory
cackle" upon hearing that his masterpiece was being kept
out of the Louvre "to insure it against isolation."
Whistlers' genius [wrote Mr. Cortissoz] resides absolutely
in his conception of art as the transmogrification of life into
a purely aesthetic pattern. In that lies his justification and
his triumph. He felt that the world had nothing to do with
the identity of his portrait. He offered it to posterity not as
a portrait of his mother in the ordinary human sense, but
as an "Arrangement." Through the erection of that principle
and his application of it he arrived at a type of painting
unique in the art of his time.
In his letter to the Tribune, Mr. Pennell said that Whistler
had repeatedly told him and Mrs. Pennell how he had hawked
the portrait of the Mother around the art galleries of New
York, Philadelphia, Boston and other centers and they would
have none of it. He then traced the terms of the sale to the
French government—$620 in cash—the Legion of Honor
and the Louvre ten years after the artist's death. And he
concluded:
The French government has carried out the first two con-
ditions of its agreement or contract; the last, the important
one, it has broken, and it also has taken the picture from the
Luxembourg, and its disgraceful conduct would have broken
Whistler's heart. . . . The painting should now be put in the
Louvre, as Whistler died twenty years ago last July. [1903.]
These are the facts—and there were no other conditions on
either side.

